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Organizing virtual
exhibitions



Virtual 
Exhibitions

Early definition of virtual exhibition (VE):

• an online Web-based hyper-textual dynamic 
collections devoted to a specific theme, 
topic, concept or idea

Silver, D. Interfacing American culture: The perils and potentials of virtual exhibitions. American Quarterly, 1997, 49(4), 825-50



Virtual 
Exhibitions

Most virtual exhibitions are attributed to museums 
and archives to make visible their collections to end 
users, generally the public or specialised user 
groups

Hunt, L.; Lundberg, M. & Zuckerman, B. InscriptiFact: A virtual archive of ancient inscriptions from the Near East. International Journal of 
Digital Libraries, 2005, 5, 153-66



Early Virtual Exhibits

Some examples of early VEs include 
Building a National Collection: 

• 150 Years of Print Collecting at the 
Smithsonian by the National 
Museum of American History 
(americanhistory. 
si.edu/prints/index.htm); 

• American History Documents 
(www.indiana.edu/~liblilly/history/
history.html); 

• Birds: A Virtual Exhibition by 
Canadian Heritage Information 
Network 
(www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibition
s/Birds/ Birds/); 

• Colours of the Wind by the National 
Archives of Singapore 
(www.a2o.com.sg/a2o/public/html
/online_exhibit/misas/exhibit/index
2.html)

Leong, C.K.; Chennupati, K.R. & Foo, S. The design and development of an online exhibition for heritage information 
awareness. Museums and the Web, 2002, Boston, Massachusetts, USA. http://www.archimuse.com/mw2002/papers/
ramaiah/ramaiah.html
Leong, C.K.; Chennupati, K.R. & Foo, S. The design and development of an online exhibition for heritage information 
awareness in Singapore. Program, 2003, 37(2), 85-93



Towards an updated definition of VE

Over the last decade, improvements to these areas have 
been seen and VEs have reached a stage of sophistication 
although a number of fundamental challenges remain. 
While the basic tenets of VE have not changed, it is 
helpful to provide an updated definition of VE: 

A VE is a Web-based hypermedia collection of captured or 
rendered multi-dimensional information objects, possibly 
stored in distributed networks, designed around a specific 
theme, topic, concept or idea, and harnessed with state-
of-art technology and architecture to deliver a user-
centered and engaging experience of discovery, learning, 
contributing and being entertained through its nature of 
its dynamic product and service offerings

Foo, Schubert. "Online virtual exhibitions: Concepts and design considerations." 
DESIDOC Journal of Library & Information Technology 28.4 (2008): 22.



Why VE?

• First and foremost is the recognition that 
hosting VEs provides a gateway to showcase 
museum or archive collections that are not 
bound by:
• time (temporal)
• distance (spatial)

• space (spatial)

constraints unlike physical exhibitions

• This addresses the important issue to make 
valuable artifacts available to the masses while 
playing the role of custodianship of national 
and international treasures



VE advantages

• Online strategies (VEs and websites) have particular advantages: 
• it is relatively easy to add new products and services or revamp existing ones 

in the form of adding new materials, updating and reusing existing materials, 
adding new learning and edutainment components, online shopping, online 
forums, users’ contributions, to name just a few

• VEs, through digitisation and rendering, also have the distinct 
advantage to create and use electronic surrogates of original fragile or 
sensitive records, or priceless artifacts which might otherwise be 
damaged in physical consultation



Some international examples

• Established institutions such as Smithsonian Institute 
(www.si.edu), Auckland Art Museum 
(www.ackland.org/index.php), and most national heritage 
boards and museums around the world have a permanent 
and rich set of VEs hosted on their servers

• Collectively, they are able to display and make available a 
significant amount of "treasures“ held by the institution 
which is by far much than what physical exhibitions can 
display and achieve at any one time

• This means of extending outreach has significant long term 
returns of investment once these VEs are curated and 
implemented for public access and use 



The potential of virtual 
exhibitions (1/2)

• VEs have been critiqued in the past for 
their inability to provide the 
experience of the real thing

• However, VEs can allow users to 
understand, discover, learn and do far 
more than physical exhibitions

• By adopting a carefully researched 
user-centered design, VEs through 
hyper-linking supports both linear and 
non-linear discovery and learning 
pathways, creating learning 
opportunities that are difficult to 
replicate in physical exhibitions



The potential of virtual exhibitions (2/2)

• The ability to engage in multiple forms of media (text, image, audio, sound, 
video, augmented reality and virtual reality components) on one page, having 
the ability to reverse, revisit, translate and read text tailored for different user 
groups, proficiencies and requirements, immersion in well crafted theme-
games, etc. collective helps to establish a deeper sense of understanding, 
awareness, and learning of contents than physical exhibits

• VEs are therefore no longer viewed as passing fads but an important logical 
companion and extension to physical exhibitions



An aspect not to be underestimated in VEs

METADATA



Metadata 
requirements

• Metadata has always been an 
extremely crucial aspect for 
describing and managing 
artifacts in the collection

• When these are digitally 
acquired and transformed into 
information objects, a new set of 
corresponding metadata 
becomes necessary

• When new applications such as 
VEs are developed, more 
metadata is required to describe 
and manage the exhibition, page 
contents, access information, 
and so on



Metadata

• The active researches done on metadata and continuing  developments of standards such as 
SPECTRUM, EAD, Dublin Core and other metadata schemes attest to the importance of having 
relevant metadata to support a variety of needs

• Metadata can typically be classified as:

• descriptive metadata

• technical metadata

• presentation metadata

• preservation metadata

• administrative metadata

• resource discovery metadata



Metadata 
standardization for 
interoperability

• When designing VEs it is 
the highly recommended 
use of standards to 
support interoperability

• When this becomes not 
possible for whatever 
reasons, the exchange of 
metadata information 
across systems becomes 
more costly due to the 
need for validation, 
optimisation and mapping



Towards the operational part



What is OMEKA?

• Omeka provides open-source web 
publishing platforms for sharing 
digital collections and creating 
media-rich online exhibits

• Available at: https://omeka.org/

• Two versions of Omeka: 
• Omeka classic 

• Omeka s

https://omeka.org/


What is OMEKA?

• Omeka Classic is a web publishing 
platform for sharing digital 
collections and creating media-rich 
online exhibits

• Omeka S is a next-generation web 
publishing platform for institutions 
interested in connecting digital 
cultural heritage collections with 
other resources online



What is OMEKA?

• Omeka Classic is a web publishing 
platform for sharing digital 
collections and creating media-rich 
online exhibits

• Omeka S is a next-generation web 
publishing platform for institutions 
interested in connecting digital 
cultural heritage collections with 
other resources online



Some 
examples of 
OMEKA use
A project of the American Antiquarian 
Society 

https://americanantiquarian.org/prang/


Some examples of 
OMEKA use from the 
web
A project by LABCD and SBA (Italian acronym for 
university library system)

https://documenti-grandeguerra.sba.unipi.it/collection-tree
https://documenti-grandeguerra.sba.unipi.it/collection-tree


A more exhaustive list 
of examples
https://omeka.org/classic/directory/

https://omeka.org/classic/directory/


System 
Requirements
for Omeka 
installation

Omeka Classic has the following system requirements:

• Linux operating system

• Apache HTTP server (with mod_rewrite enabled)

• MySQL version 5.0 or greater

• PHP scripting language version 5.4 or higher (with mysqli and exif extensions 
installed)

• ImageMagick image manipulation software (for resizing images)



Access to the OMEKA account
(after installation on the server)

• «admin» access to the 
following website:

websitename.it/admin



Project name

Access to the OMEKA account
(after installation on the server)

• «admin» access to the 
following website:

websitename.it/admin



Omeka dashboard



Omeka key terms – Items and collections

ITEM



What does an item stand for in Omeka?

Formats



What does an item (picture) 
stand for in Omeka?

Poster = 1 picture Book = N pictures



Omeka key terms – Items and collections

Collection



What does a collection stand for in Omeka?

Collection 
A

Item #1 

Item #2

Item #3

• A collection is a series of items:

• for items such as posters, the collection could be a 
«Netflix series poster collection» consisting of as
many pictures as the posters

• for items such as books, the collection could be the 
«Harry Potter book collection» consisting of 7 
books and hundreds of pictures (sum of all pages of 
the books)

For simplicity, in the first part of the course we will deal with the case of items consisting of a single picture (e.g., poster)



What does a collection stand for in Omeka?

• Collections can be organized in a hierarchical structure 
as shown in the example

«Netflix» 
collection

«Series» 
subcollection

Poster #1

Poster #2

«Movie» 
subcollection

Poster #3





Hands on 
Omeka!

Go to 
omeka.net



Click at the 
bottom of the 
page on
“Get started 
with 
Omeka.net”





Create the account 
and then activate 
it  (check the email 
address provided)



Add a Site



We are ready to 
create our test 
Omeka site



"Add a Site" procedure

•Subdomain Name: SurnameHandsOn

•Site Title: Name Surname Hands On

•Site Description: Digital collections



Website created!



Open «View Site» and 
«Manage Site» in  

new tabs



"View Site" option

•This is how our 
newly created 
Omeka website 
looks like



Dashboard of our Omeka-based website



Selection of the website theme: 
Appearance



The themes 
on the free 
trial site are 
limited: 
Berlin and 
Seasons 
themes



Let's change the 
theme to Seasons 
and discover the 
theme 
configuration 
options



SEASONS THEME

Let's do some tests and 
remember to save the 
changes!

For the moment, we will only 
see these appearance settings



New website appearance



Need for 
group work? 

USERS



Need to 
change the 

initial 
settings? 
SETTINGS





DUBLIN CORE!

• is a metadata system consisting of a core of essential elements for 
describing any digital material (videos, images, web pages, etc.), as 
well as physical resources, such as books or CDs, and objects such as 
artworks, via Internet



DUBLIN CORE!

• More information available:
• dublincore.org (EN) or https://www.iccu.sbn.it/it/normative-standard/linee-guida-

per-la-digitalizzazione-e-metadati/dublin-core-metadata-element-set-versione-1.1-
traduzione-italiana/index.html (IT)

• the Dublin Core metadata standard was transposed as ISO 15836:2003 and then 
revised into ISO 15836:2009. The issue of the ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) standard constitutes an official recognition for the use of the Dublin 
Core set which, since the first Dublin conference in March 1995, has been translated 
into over 20 languages and used all over the world to integrate different types of 
information.

https://www.iccu.sbn.it/it/normative-standard/linee-guida-per-la-digitalizzazione-e-metadati/dublin-core-metadata-element-set-versione-1.1-traduzione-italiana/index.html


Editing 
Dublin Core
it is possible to 
change the order in 
which the metadata 
appears on the web 
page by dragging 
the metadata box



Item Type 
Elements
description of 
the Dublin Core 
metadata



Omeka plugins

• In the trial version of Omeka, the plugins 
are limited

• In this course we will see some which are 
of fundamental importance



«Simple Pages» plugin

• In order to use it, it must be installed

• In the non-trial version of Omeka Classic, you can also select other 
plugins which must be:
• downloaded as a compressed file

• Unzipped it

• Copy to a specific server folder on the server (or on the localhost installation)

• Installed from the Omeka dashboard

• We will see these steps in detail later

• Once the plugin is installed, it usually appears in the left menu of the 
dashboard



• It is used to create web pages accompanying those strictly related to 
the search for elements on Omeka (e.g., Homepage, About page, 
ecc.)

«Simple Pages» plugin



Omeka Codex



Reorder the order of the web pages

• Appearance>>Navigation



It’s time to 
create our first 

collection





The 
collection 

will appear in 
«Browse 

Collections» 
of the 

website



Add an item to a collection

Before inserting the elements, each of you have to choose 4 movies and for each of them you have to:
• save the movie poster in a folder;
• write down on a document file the metadata relating to the movie (it is sufficient to write down the title, a 

description (e.g., movie plot),  the creator (film director) and the year of the movie)



Done?



First item

• Title: Stargate

• Description: Stargate is a 1994 science fiction adventure film[6] 
directed and co-written by Roland Emmerich. The film is the first entry 
in the Stargate franchise and stars Kurt Russell, James Spader, Jaye 
Davidson, Alexis Cruz, Mili Avital, and Viveca Lindfors. The plot centers 
on the premise of a "Stargate", an ancient ring-shaped device that 
creates a wormhole enabling travel to a similar device elsewhere in the 
universe. The film's central plot explores the theory of extraterrestrial 
beings having an influence upon human civilization.

• Creator: Roland Emmerich

• Date: 1994

Filename: Stargate.jpg

















Please, go ahead with the insertion of four items



The results in 
the Dashboard



The results on 
the website: 
“Browse 
Items” page



The «profile» 
of the movie



Navigate among the items

• You can navigate between the items as if they were in sequence using 
the buttons: Previous Item and Next Item



Practice: Create a New 
Short Film Collection

• Along the lines of the previous exercise, 
you have to create a collection of 4 
short films of your choice called Short 
films

• As before, we use the following fields 
Title, Description, Creator and Date for 
each of the 4 short films



The «Movies» collection needs to be 
renamed as «Feature Films»



The «Movies» collection needs to be 
renamed as «Feature Films»



The «Movies» collection needs to be 
renamed as «Feature Films»



Creation of «collection hierarchies»

• Create a new “parent" collection that we will generically call «Films»



Creation of «collection hierarchies»



Creation of «collection hierarchies»

In the trial version of Omeka this is NOT possible
create collection hierarchies



Creazione di una «gerarchie di collezioni»

In the full version of Omeka, however, it is possible
create hierarchies of collections through "Parent Collection"



Creazione di una «gerarchie di collezioni»

In the full version of Omeka, however, it is possible
create hierarchies of collections through "Parent Collection"



Example of the «ArchiVico Digitale» website



Collection Tree in the full Omeka version



Items consisting of multiple images

• Short practical test: add a single item in a new "Books" collection  
containing information relating to Title, Creator (author), Year (Date), 
Description which includes the covers of all Harry Potter books

Little help



Items consisting of multiple images



Items consisting of multiple images – results
of the item insertion



Items consisting of multiple images - as it 
should be



Simple and advanced search in OMEKA

Simple search

Advanced search



Advanced 
search 1/2



Advanced 
search 2/2



Fewer search
fields? 
PHP!



The structure of the file system on the 
OMEKA server

• By using a software that allows the transfer of files 
through the FTP protocol (e.g., Filezilla) it is possible 
to upload and download files from the file system of 
the server where OMEKA is installed

• The folder structure from the root of the file system 
is as follows



web-files 
folder

• Inside the web-files folder we 
find files and folders that 
allow you to upload images, 
themes, plugins, set the 
language and customize the 
translations of terms used on 
the site

• Let's look at these features 
one at a time



application
subfolder

• In this subfolder we find 
«languages» which allows us to 
customize the translations of 
technical terms

• Translation based on Portable 
Object Template) .po files

• .po source files allow you to 
compare text strings in a 
program or in a CMS and 
translate them to the language 
you prefer/need

• Public files with .mo extension 
are extracted from these 
source files and, then, actually 
used by the final application by 
extrapolation with php



Portable Object 
Template

• Through the Poedit software 
it is possible to open a file 
with the .po extension

• In particular, the it.po file is 
displayed in the picture

• Useful for customizing, 
especially the Italian 
translation of Dublin Core 
elements



File verification

• With the Verify button it is 
possible to check any errors 
in the translation in order to 
correct them before 
compilation



Compilation of 
the file from .po
to .mo

• After the file verification, it is 
necessary to compile the .po 
file into a .mo file, ready to 
be loaded into the languages 
subfolder of our complete 
Omeka Classic installation





Change the 
language to 
Italian
• In the web-files/application/config 

path, the config.ini file contains 
the language setting

• To switch to Italian and use the 
newly created .mo file, just edit 
the text of the file as shown in the 
figure

• TECHNICAL HINT! The effect of 
changing the language and loading 
the .mo file may not be immediate 
(sometimes it can take tens of 
minutes to see the changes)



Organization of 
images

• The advice is to create an img subfolder 
in the web-files folder that will contain 
all the images that we will upload to our 
Omeka site

• In this way, the example.jpg image will 
be available online at the following full 
path:

https://archivicodigitale.labcd.unipi.it/img
/example.jpg

• This piece of information will be very 
useful when we will use the CSV Import 
plugin

https://archivicodigitale.labcd.unipi.it/img/esempio.jpg


Themes of the 
website

• We have seen that there are only two 
test Omeka website themes: Berlin and 
Seasons in the free trial version of 
Omeka

• In the full version of the Omeka website, 
however, you can choose from other 
themes available at the link:

https://omeka.org/classic/themes/

• To try out the various themes, we have 
to follow the following procedure:

• Download theme to PC (.zip file)

• «Unzip» the file

• Upload to the themes subfolder

• In appearance section of the dashboard the 
themes we have uploaded will appear; then 
they can be selected immediately

https://omeka.org/classic/themes/


Website 
themes



Temi del sito



Plugins

• We have seen that the plugins available 
on the test site are only 9 and all are 
already loaded (just click on Install)

• In the full version of the Omeka site, 
however, we can choose from dozens of 
plugins available at the link:
https://omeka.org/classic/plugins/

• To try out the various themes, we have 
to follow the following procedure:

• Download the plugin to PC (.zip file)

• «Unzip» the file

• Upload to the plugins subfolder

• In plugin section of the dashboard the plugins 
we have uploaded will appear; then they can 
be selected immediately

• Once installation is complete, plugins will 
(generally) appear on the left side of the 
dashboard

https://omeka.org/classic/plugins/


Plugins in the 
full version of 
the Omeka site



Plugin 
«Universal 
Viewer» 
nella
versione
completa di 
OMEKA

https://archivicodigitale.labcd.unipi.it/items/show/239#?c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=1&xywh=-1%2C-492%2C5714%2C4522


Plugin 
«Universal 
Viewer» 
nella
versione
completa di 
OMEKA



Exhibits

• The Exhibit Builder plugin allows you to develop online exhibits or special 
web pages combining items of the Omeka Classic site and can include a 
narrative

• The exhibits are made up of pages, generally a starting page introducing 
the exhibit and other pages consisting of the items of the Omeka Classic 
database that you want to highlight

• Exhibit Builder displays can be as short as one page or consist of multiple 
pages

• It is possible to hierarchically organize the pages of an exhibition
• The layout of exhibits in Exhibit Builder is customizable, with pages made 

up of smaller units called blocks
• There are four types of basic content blocks provided with Exhibit Builder 

plugin: file with text, gallery, text, and file.



Plugin Exhibit Builder in Omeka net



Configuring Exhibit Builder plugin in Omeka net

• Exhibits can be sorted by date added, alphabetically by name or most 
recent



Exhibits



Adding an 
exhibit



Adding an exhibit

• Metadata to be inserted are:
• Title: the name of the exhibit that will be shown to the users
• Slug: the abbreviated name of the exhibit that appears in the 

URL, for example
http://loconsolehandson.omeka.net/exhibits/show/filmpref

• Credits: acknowledgments that will be visible to the public
• Description: an introduction or an overview of the exhibition

(HTML editor)
• Tags: keywords or themes that offer users another option to 

search for exhibitions

• After remember to save by pressing «Save changes» button

http://loconsolehandson.omeka.net/exhibits/show/filmpref


Adding an exhibit

Other options available are:

• option to select a theme for the exhibition

• «Use Summary page» allows you to decide whether or not to 
use a summary page
• An exhibit summary page shows the exhibit description and 

navigation options

• If this box is unchecked, users accessing the exhibit will start from 
the first page of the exhibit

• «Cover Image» allows you to upload a cover image to 
represent the exposure on the navigation pages and 
elsewhere on the site



Let's create our 
favorite movie 

exhibit



Configuring 
the exhibit  

theme
(if different 

from the 
current one)



Exhibit with a different theme



Exhibit with the 
same theme



Adding contents 
to the exhibit



“Add Page” section

• Pages are made up of combinations of smaller 
content units called "blocks”

• There are four types of basic blocks:
• item(s) with text

• item gallery

• text only

• file only

• Each page can have one or more content 
blocks



“Add Page” section

• File with text allows you to match full-size or 
thumbnail files of items with a block of text

• The item files will all be the same size

• The text will appear to the right or left of the elements

• You can use a single element file paired with text or 
have multiple element files to the right or left of a 
block of text

• Gallery creates a gallery of files of items, 
usually large square thumbnails

• It is possible to add text to the gallery, which will be 
displayed on the left or right of the gallery itself

• In a gallery block, you can specify a showcase file, 
which will appear in full size to the right or left of the 
text

• The other gallery images can be placed under the 
showcase image or next to it, above the text

• Text allows you to create a section of text 
that spans the entire width of the page

• File allows you to add larger files as a 
separate block



Let's add the science 
fiction feature page

• Page Title: Science fiction feature 

• Gallery type example block

• Text (example): These are some of the science 
fiction films that have impressed me the most 
in recent years

• You can then add items to the Gallery by 
clicking on "Add Item"



Exhibit «Film di fantascienza» (science fiction movies)



Block creation and block 
layout (example of the 

gallery)



Add Item to the 
exhibit page



Add Item to the 
exhibit page



Add Item to the 
exhibit page



The appearance 
of the 
«Lungometraggi
di fantascienza» 
page (science 
fiction feature 
movies)



Practice: create a movie exhibit with two 
pages of your choice

Esempio

Exhibit

Pagine



Tag management

Number of documents featuring this tag

Editable tag (double click)

System-wide deletion of the tag



CSV Import plugin

• The CSV import plugin allows users to import items from a simple CSV 
(comma separated values) file and then map the CSV column data 
across multiple items, files and/or tags

• Each line of the file represents the metadata for a single item

• When using this plugin, it is possible to import only one type of item 
(document, still image, sound, etc.) at a time



CSV Import plugin

• The best option is usually to use spreadsheet software (Excel, Google 
Sheets, Numbers) to create and organize the data

• TECHNICAL TIP: from personal experiences with Omeka, the CSV 
Import plugin works best with GOOGLE SHEETS (sheet creation with 
Excel for features)

• What is the structure of the CSV file?
• The first line of the CSV file will contain the Dublin Core metadata names + a 

column for the filename



Automapping

• To speed up the import operations, you can use the "Automap 
Column Names to Elements" function

• To automap you need to format the columns as follows:

Dublin Core:Name

Such as:

Dublin Core:Title



Example from Google Sheets file to CSV file 
(1/3)



Example from 
Google Sheets 
file to CSV file 

(2/3)



Example from Google Sheets file to CSV file 
(3/3)



Import CSV file: The CSV Import Plugin screen 
(1/2)



Import CSV file: The CSV Import Plugin screen 
(1/2)



Automapping



Practice: Upload two movies (feature movies) 
to the Feature Films collection



Problems?



URL of the image files

• Modify the csv file we created by entering the URL of the images

• In this case, you can directly copy the image link (ATTENTION TO 
COPYRIGHT)



Complete the exercise, making these changes in 
the CSV file and proceed with the upload again



Successful Upload

• We found that images must be uploaded to a server and be accessible 
from the Internet in order to be uploaded



Movies uploaded to the Feature Films 
collection



Undo import

• If we have loaded items by mistake, you can take advantage of the 
possibility offered by the "Undo Import" option

• Through this option it becomes possible to return to the state of the 
Omeka system prior to that of loading



Upload of images produced by us?

• Images uploaded to the img folder 
inside the web-files subfolder

• In this way, the example.jpg image will 
be available online at the following full 
path:

https://archivicodigitale.labcd.unipi.it/img
/example.jpg

https://archivicodigitale.labcd.unipi.it/img/esempio.jpg


Multi-image items - ideas for CSV upload?



First way of loading multi-image items

• Example of loading an element consisting of three images

• Three Namefile columns need to be inserted in the sheet, one for 
each image to be included in the item



First way of loading multi-image items



Second way of loading multi-image items

• A single Namefile column is inserted and the links to the images are 
separated by semicolons (without spaces)



Second way of loading multi-image items

• In the import window we set the field "Choose File Delimiter"





Website security

• In the trial version of the Omeka site it is 
not possible to make changes to the 
website security

• In the Settings section you can access the 
Security tab

• The security settings allow you to
• select the file formats and html markups 

allowed on the Omeka Classic website

• to set up Captcha controls to protect the site 
from automated spam

• The Security Settings page is divided 
into three sections: File Validation, 
Captcha and HTML Filter



File validation (1/3)

• This section allows you to fix the rules for the 
files that can be uploaded to the Omeka
Classic website

• The Disable File Upload Validation checkbox is 
unchecked by default

• Leaving the box unchecked allows you to limit 
file uploads to specific extensions and 
MimeTypes

• By checking this box you can upload any type 
of file to the Omeka website.



File validation (2/3)

• "Allowed file extensions" means the file extensions 
allowed for upload if the Disable file upload 
validation checkbox is not checked

• The default list contains the most common file 
extensions

• Only files with extensions included in this list can 
be uploaded to the Omeka site

• You can add or delete file extensions

• Each file extension must be separated by commas

• You can restore the original list of file extensions by 
clicking the “Restore Default File Extensions” 
button

• After restoring the default lists a “Cancel” button 
allows you to cancel the operation and restore the 
changes



File Validation (3/3)

• The list of allowed file types contains common 
MimeTypes associated with different file types

• Only the MIME types included in this list can be 
uploaded to the Omeka site (unless the Disable file 
upload validation checkbox is checked)

• If a MIME type is not allowed, an error message is 
displayed, e.g. "The file could not be imported 
because it has a disallowed MIME type 
(application/download)."

• Mime types must be separated by commas

• You can restore the original file type list by clicking 
the “Restore Default File Mime Types” button

• After restoring the default lists a “Cancel” button 
allows you to cancel the operation and restore the 
changes



reCAPTCHA
• reCAPTCHA is an option to reduce 

spam on the site when using 
plugins that require public forms 
on the Omeka site such as the 
"Contribution" and "Simple 
Contact" plugins



reCAPTCHA

• To use reCAPTCHA it is necessary to register to obtain the Captcha key 
(https://www.google.com/recaptcha/about/)

• After registering, you can enter the site and secret keys in the 
respective fields

• The reCAPTCHA page 
(https://omeka.org/classic/docs/Admin/Settings/ReCaptcha/) 
contains more detailed instructions for implementing reCAPTCHA



HTML Filtering

• You can choose whether to filter the HTML 
elements and attributes used when filling in 
the forms and metadata fields on the 
Omeka website

• By default, all HTML elements and attributes 
are allowed in Omeka Classic when the 
“Enable HTML filtering” box is unchecked

• If you want to restrict the use of HTML, you 
need to check the box

• When you enable the HTML filter, only the 
elements listed in the “Allowed HTML 
Elements” and “Allowed HTML Attributes” 
fields will work on the website



«Shortcode Carousel» plugin (1/3)



«Shortcode Carousel» 
plugin (2/3)

• Plugin available only in the full version of 
Omeka

• The plugin provides the possibility to use a 
shortcode to create a carousel of items using 
jCarousel

• The base shortcode is [carousel].

• The shortcodes [recent_carousel] and 
[featured_carousel] are shortcuts to create a 
carousel of recent and featured items, 
respectively



«Shortcode Carousel» plugin (3/3)

Plugin-specific options

speed: set the speed for the scroll animation. It can be "fast", "slow" or a time in milliseconds. 
The default value is 400. For example: [carousel speed = slow] or [carousel speed = 500]

autoscroll: setting autoscroll = true items will scroll automatically

interval: When automatic scrolling is on, interval sets the interval between scrolling in 
milliseconds. The default value is 3000. For example: [carousel autoscroll = true interval = 700]

showtitles: setting showtitles = true will display the title of the item in the carousel. For example 
[carousel showtitles = true]



«Geolocation» plugin

• Plugin available in the full version

• The geolocation plugin allows you to assign a (GPS or address) 
position to items on the Omeka Classic website

• The locations are displayed on the maps on the item page and on a 
browsable map of all geolocated items



«Geolocation» plugin - configuration

• The first section for configuration 
contains general settings for the 
appearance of the map on the public 
and administrative side of the site



«Geolocation» plugin - configuration

• Default Latitude: sets the center point of the 
map latitude (North/South value) in degrees -
using numbers after the decimal point will 
pinpoint the location more accurately

• Default longitude: set the center point of the 
map longitude (East/West) in degrees - using 
numbers after the decimal point will pinpoint 
the location more accurately

• Default zoom level: use an integer greater than 
0; the value 0 corresponds to the maximum 
zoom. A value of 15 will result in a map 
showing approximately one square mile

• Basemap: Select a map from the drop-down 
menu that acts as a basemap in the display



Plugin «Geolocation» -
configuration

• Through these map settings users can browse all 
geolocated items

• Number of locations per page: set the number of map 
items per page to an integer

• Auto-Fit to Location - if checked, the navigation map will 
ignore the default location and zoom settings designated 
in General Settings and automatically adjust to the 
positions of items displayed (on that page)

• Default radius: for the Search by address function in the 
advanced item search

• A checkbox to use metric distances for radius search, 
instead of miles

• A checkbox to enable marker clusters. When selected, 
the markers very close to each other will group together 
and will be represented by a number (indicating the 
number of markers) – see next slide



«Geolocation» - plugin 
marker cluster



«Geolocation» - plugin 
configuration

• Item Map Settings
• Width for Item Map: in percentage, default 

value = 100% 

• Height for Item Map: in pixel, default value
is 300 px

• Map Integration
• Add link to map on Items/Browse 

navigation: click to activate

• Add map to contribution form: click to make 
it active (this will only work if you have the 
Contribution plugin installed and active)



Geolocation – adding 
a place to an item

• After activating and 
configuring the geolocation 
plugin, you can add a location 
marker to items

• IMPORTANT: An item can have 
only one position indicator



Geolocation – adding a place to an item

• In the tab there is a field to find a position based on the address and a 
map than can be scrolled, zoomed in and out with the plus and minus 
options (or the scroll wheel on the mouse) and switched between the 
road and satellite maps

• To find the position you want to assign to the item:
• Enter the address where you want to place the tag for the item. The plugin 

will automatically add a marker at that position. You can use an address (e.g. 
Corso Italia, Pisa) or geographic coordinates in decimal form (e.g. 38.888611, -
77.004722) or

• Zooming and scrolling to navigate to the point where you want to 
place the marker, then click directly on the point on the map where 
you want to place the marker



Geolocation – adding a place to an item

• To change the position of an item, type the new address or click on 
the new position

• You will be asked for confirmation before changing the position of the 
item - Select OK or Cancel

• To remove the geolocation from an element, click directly on the 
marker. A dialog box will ask you to confirm that you want to delete 
the location assignment



Geolocation –
item display 
on the public 

map



Geolocation – item display on the public map

• By clicking map in the left part of the Omeka dashboard, visitors can 
browse all mapped items, browse by tags, search for items and 
browse the map

• They can also locate a mapped item by clicking on the items listed in 
the right column of the map.

Browse and search for items on the admin map

• By clicking on the Map tab will display a map showing all the 
geolocated elements on the Omeka site - public and non-public, and 
an advanced search form to locate specific elements



Geolocation –
item display on 
the public map



Learn more about 
map-related 
shortcodes

https://omeka.org/classic/docs/Plugins/Geolocation/



